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Technical
Specs.
60 KG of pure durability.
Entirelly made with high quality Steel: DC01 - Brushed
Stainless Steel ISI316.
Thinked, Designed, Engineered, manufactured and
assembled 100% in Europe.

680 mm

695 mm

509 mm

Tattoo
Workstation
A closer look

The ultimate
tattoo workstation.

Fully
Modular.

With strong aluminium body, built-in power source, a
plenty of storage space and unlimited customization
possibilities, this tattoo workstation transforms the
way you tattoo.

Bearing in mind that every tattoo artist have
specific needs, META workstation was built
around the idea of total customization.
A set of different accessories extend its
functionalities and open up the possibilite for
more to come, just for you.

1.

Back Shelf
Tray is important to be with the
essential tools. To prevent
contamination, back shelf is key to
keep your gadgets or other tools you
want to keep out of danger.
PVP: 60€ + VAT

2.

Gloves Extention
Gloves are indispensable to be close
to you, because you need several
gloves during tattooing. We made an
extension specifically to keep gloves
near and to provide more space to
other tools.
PVP: 55€ + VAT

3.

Cups Extention
The cups used to dilute ink are
instable and fall very often. So a
specific cup extension gives the
stability you need without concerns
and more extra space for other tattoo
stuff.
PVP: 55€ + VAT
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Cable Mess? Gone.

+20 Drawer Layouts
Each tattoo artist has his own
workflow, organization and
process. There’s a lot of tools
with different sizes and
volumes. Because of it, we
created a modular system
so you could organize the
drawers as you need. With
different drawers you can
keep all the different tools
safe and reachable inside
your workstation.
Top Drawer Dividers (3 un):
19€ + VAT
Top Drawer Dividers (6 un):
36€ + VAT
Big Drawer Dividers (3 un):
25€ + VAT

Side Ink Drawers
Research informed us that
the very back part of the
drawers was not being
used. We’ve decided to
put that volume to better
use and integrated side
drawers to organize and
keep all your ink bottles.

Chaos lives on the floor of the
tattoo studios with all the
cables on it.
To solve that problem, we’ve
created cable managers and
holders to bring order
accordingly.
Cable managers coming soon.

Built-in power source.
Power is really important for you
and you need it near. Due to it, we
integrated a power source with 4
power sockets and 2 USB Ports to
empower your tattoo machine,
power supply and other devices.
Power Plug EU: included
Power Plug UK/US: 50€+VAT

